QTIP (CHIPRA QI)
Learning Collaborative Launch Preliminary Agenda

Sunday- January 23, 2011

7:30  Breakfast

8:00  Welcome and QTIP Overview: Lynn Martin

8:30  Who are the QTIP practices? Francis Rushton

9:00  Care Evolution: Vik Kheterpal
      We are the good guys
      What’s the Loop going to look like? What’s a vomit server?

9:20  Thomson Reuters David Wiggin
      Reporting on Reports

9:40  Break

10:10 Institute for Families in Society: Ana Lopez Defede and Kathy Mayfield Smith
      Who are we? What are we doing? A focus on data management at IFS and evaluation

10:30 SCORxE: Sarah Ball
      Scoring with SCORE Sarah

10:50 How do I get paid? SCDHHS Laurel Eddins
      Who will see my practice’s data; Agreement to Share Data: Francis Rushton

11:00 What’s a PDSA cycle? Francis Rushton

11:20 Calendar of site visits: Francis Rushton
      When do we visit whom, what are we going to do when we get there?

11:40 Lunch

12:10 PDSA example: Kent Jones

12:20 Well Child Visits: Greg Barabell

1:05 Expectations for reporting Francis Rushton
      Blog and PDSA cycle reporting tool, site visits, NCQA, ABP, July Meeting expectation

1:35 Next Steps: Review of 4 indicators: Francis Rushton

1:55 Questions